
GMP Meeting 11-11-19 

Attendees: Theresa, Seth, Tina, Amber, Mandy, Mark, Ruby, Bernadette, Lainie, Morgan Begley 

(student) mgbegleyy@gmail.com, Teron Lawrence 

-Teacher grants: we’ve received $2,357.48 in teacher requests. Baker won dessert party. Need to get 

the teacher requests to Seth and Theresa. (Bernadette).  Granting all school requests. Windsong, Baker, 

Folsum, Rucker, Furr, Cockrell.  We’re going to visit each teacher and surprise them.  To present on 

December 2nd.  Get oversized check and balloons by Nov 20th.  Morgan can help Bernadette design. 

-Sponsorships: Lanie can give us a list of sponsors. Lanie to send to Mandy.  Create template 

sponsorship request and thank you note.  Look at google docs through website. Spreadsheet when we 

emailed and when they paid. 

-Tina (Mark): changed to end July 31 fiscal year.  Mark received confirmation from IRS 

Adopt a campus- received feedback from some teachers but not all.  

Fall symposium: went well, but no info to share because the session wasn’t filmed. Theresa will give us 

a couple summary docs to post on website. 40-50 attendees. Maybe coffee or candy next time. 

-Spring Symposium: Feb 20th, Speaker Dr. Sarah Wells.  Get student lined up to film. Spoke on 

perfectionism last year.  

Celebrate Calm: well-attended.  Good info 

-Spiritwear:  Bernadette. Spiritwear- new design. $35 to own artwork.  Absorbs the $35 if we order from 

him. 50/50 blend or triblend cost a bit more. Ones we gave away are triblend. Needs min of 50 shirts to 

produce. Caps he needs min of 5 to order.  We think t shirt: 18 for kids 22 forr adults. Hoodie 

Sweatshitrt 22-25.  Talk of selling sticker too.  Tina can help.  Need sample to pre-order.  Sample 

sweatshirt, t-shirt and cap for orders. Confirm shipping cost etc is included.  Pre-order price is cheaper? 

Possibly even GMP delivers.  Maybe give the purchaser an option for GMP delivery or direct to 

purchaser.  Start next week if we want to make these sales.  Get delivery by 20th or sooner. 

-Robotics tournament discussion: possible interest meeting in March/April to get parents to come chat 

about ideas.  Problem in past was teachers involvement was too hard on teachers.  Could be teacher 

sponsored but must be parent-led.  Discuss and maybe set an interest meeting/mixer before the end of 

the schoolyear. 

-Gaming trucks idea: Lanie, BYOB, food trucks.  Great fundraiser 

-Summer camp fair: Do we have a letter?  Amber says we need separate meeting right after 

thanksgiving.  


